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Abstract

D

Inpainting refers to the task of filling in missing or damaged regions of an image. In this paper, we are interested
in the inpainting problem where the missing regions are so
large that local inpainting methods fail. As an alternative
to the local principle, we make use of other images with related global information to enable a reasonable inpainting.
Our method has roughly three phases: landmark matching,
interpolation, and copying. The experimental results are
promising.

1 Introduction
Inpainting refers to the specific image restoration task of
reconstructing an image with missing or damaged regions.
Digital inpainting was first proposed by Bertalmio et al. [4],
and many approaches followed. There are some approaches
based on solving PDEs [1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 17] and some restoration and the inpainting studies done for movies [10, 12, 15].
We are proposing a problem with large missing domains
such that it is not enough to recover the region using only
local information. However, the recovery process does assume there is additional information available. This additional reference image can be obtained from a movie sequence, an image of the same object taken at a different
time or from a different view point.
As one possible method, we propose using landmark
matching, interpolation, and inpainting. Landmark matching is often used in image registration, image morphing,
and shape matching. In this way, we can enforce the relative position information explicitly, allowing the objects to
move far and to be distorted. After identifying high variance points, the matching of these landmarks is achieved
by using modified shape context information [3]. After the
(matching) correspondence is assigned for each extracted
point, we interpolate the transform information to the whole
image by thin plate splines [3, 18, 21]. For the final step of
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inpainting, we copy the information from one image to another using the interpolated transformation.
One alternative method in the literature for point extraction to affine transformations is RANSAC [11]. However,
with RANSAC many different affine transforms need to be
tested to get the best match. We will carefully investigate
each of the three steps; landmark matching, interpolation
and inpainting the missing information.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we
present the model formulation and explain why optical flow
analysis is not used. In section 3, we describe the method
in detail. Examples of reconstructed results are shown in
section 4, followed by concluding remarks in section 5.

2 Problem Formulation
In this paper, we assume there are only two images: one


image, , with missing information and another, , with

  
the information missing from . (Fig. 1) Let


be those two images, where
is the image do
main. has a domain  representing the missing information. This  is called the inpainting domain, and we assume

it has already been identified. is the second image (reference image), supposedly undamaged.
We can find the transformation  as the minimizer of a
 "  ! #
functional for measuring how well  !

 is satisfied. Adding the regularizing term in the form of minimizing the Total Variation of  , the functional becomes
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The first term is the fitting term for landmark matching,
and the second regularizing term corresponds to a thin plate
spline interpolation. In our actual implementation instead of

directly finding  by solving the minimization problem (2),
we decouple the two terms and first identify the landmark
correspondence separately and then use this information for
the spline interpolation.
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One approach to solving (1), when the images come
from a movie sequence, is optical flow [2, 13]. However,
optical flow is not very useful for large domain inpainting
problems when the two images are very different.
In our approach, instead of using the optical flow
model, we directly use the translational model and mini  B   8 :

 and get  independently. This is
mize  !
equivalent to minimizing the following functional:
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Figure 2. (a) sector used in [3], each sector
corresponds to one square cell in (b). Each
cell in (b) stores number of points in corresponding sector in (a). (c) Sector used for
our purpose. For point ] , the profile vector is
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3 Description of the Method
We describe each of the three main phases of our
method: landmark matching, interpolation and inpainting.

3.1 Landmark matching with shape context
Landmark Extraction : There is significant literature
on landmark extraction, and any effective method can be
used for this purpose [5, 16]. We use salient features like
corners, intersections and high curvature points by finding
high local variance points. Also, we set the values next to
the inpainting domain  to be zero which prevents those
points from being extracted as feature points.
Modified Shape Context : After extracting the points,
we need to incorporate the global positional information to
match landmarks. We assign correspondence using modified Shape Context profiles. Shape context was introduced
by Belongie et al. [3], and the simplified version is illustrated in Figure 2. After the shapes are represented by
boundary points, for each point, the shape context is calculated by storing relative positions of other points to itself.
We modify the shape context to better serve our purpose. First, since we are using only salient features, for


and the number of points extracted are much smaller
than in [3]. Therefore, instead of 60 cells in a sector, we
only use 6. In addition, we add intensity for better matching the correspondence. As an illustration, let ["\ be the
_^Na`
shape information for a point ] %
; [b\ is a vector of
size C8.
The
first
component
stores
the
intensity
at point ] ,
c

([ \ O%
] ), the second component, the intensity avered

age of 8 neighborhood from point ] , [ \ f%gFh ] . The

remaining six components are shape-context like information storing the number of points from each corresponding
sections (Fig 2 (c)).

After each profile [ \ for all extracted points ] from ,

and each profile [lk for all extracted points m from
are
calculated, we find the best match by comparing the vector profile and comparing the distance. For each point ]!n


from , we find the point mKo from which minimizes the
following energy:
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The first term is an  -norm for comparing vector profiles,
the second term is a regular Euclidean distance  to keep


the points from moving very far between to . The third

term is
for comparing the
relative distance of points in

p  p 
p u

and . The constants ,
and are weights chosen to
prevent the problem of having more than one minimum for
each point.

After the best match is found for each point ]8n in , it is
  K
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stored as t
]n mNo , i.e. point ]n is matched with


 
point mNo in . Defining  ]n {% mKo
]n to be the transfor

mation from point ]n in to point mKo in , the transforma
tion  ]n is assigned.

3.2 Affine Mapping and Interpolation
Compared to the image domain , the number of extracted points is relatively small, yet only the matched

points have directional information  ]8n . Therefore, we

need to extend the matched point directions to the whole
image domain. Thin plate splines [3, 18, 21] are commonly
used for smooth interpolations. They minimizes
 bend3 T the
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; . Solving this thin-plate spline is equivalent to interpolating with bi-harmonic
radial basis func_

@ z.iz  for the radial
tions [19]. We used   z)%z d
basis function. Since  ]n is a  directional vector, thin
plate spline interpolation is applied twice to each  and 
coordinates separately.
I
The known information is  ]n which has directional


information from point ]n in
to . The interpolation
function is given as :
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4 Experimental Results
We present some experimental results in this section.
Fig. 3 shows an example of how a given image is restored

using the reference image . From Fig. 3 (a), if we use
local inpainting methods, the result will look like an arrow
heading up to the right corner. Instead, by using additional

information from , the star shape can be recovered, even


though the star in is different from the star in .
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® is the number of ª correspondence,  is the point
where
 

 in
and  , , and
are unknowns. We first cal
culate and , independent of w n , then w n are calculated

using  , ,  and  ]n for  and  coordinates separately.
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3.3 Inpainting - Filling in the information

60

Once the transformation is found, what remains is copy

ing the information from
to . This copying can be

achieved by using  which is the transformation from


to , defined by the interpolation of  ]8n . The new recovered image is

Figure 3. (a) , (b) , (c) recovered result,


and (d),(e) the landmarks from
and
re
spectively.
The
star
in
is
different
from
the

star in , however, the method recovered the
result (c) as a star shape.
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(a)

is the characteristic function of  . The first term is to
9¹

keep the information of
and second
 from image
term is to copy the missing information using the inverse


transformation  from image .
In addition, when the background is non-uniform and
moving independently of the object or there are multiple
objects moving in different directions, one transformation
is not enough to capture the different movements of the
object and the background. For these cases, we first separate the extracted points into background points and object
points, then get two or more different transformations. And
using the
Segmentation techniques [7] or masks of the ob
ject in ,  is divided into object domain and background
domain. Then, we copy the information from the object
and the background separately, using two separate transforQ
mations &º »¼o (object transformation) and » (background
transformation),
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Figure 4. (a) , (b) , (c) recovered result,


and (d),(e) the landmarks from
and
respectively. The object is moved to different position, deformed and the background
is also moved. However, both the object and
the background are successfully recovered.

In Fig. 4, the object and the background are moving with


different transformations from
to . Therefore, points

are separated into object points and background points.
(The black dots are from the background and the ’O’ points

are from the object.) Using the mask of the object in ,
inside  is separated into object domain and background,
using the inverse transformation.
Also, some experiments are done using real images. In


Fig. 5, and are taken at different places and different
times. The missing eye is successfully recovered.
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Figure 5. (a) , (b) , (c) recovered result, and


(d),(e) the landmarks from
and
respec

tively.
and
are taken in different place
and different time. However, the missing eye
and the teeth are successfully recovered.

5 Conclusion
Given a good set of landmark points, the method outlined

in this paper will work well even when the two images

and
are quite different and with significantly large inpainting domains. The method is scale-invariant and works
well even when the object has moved very far. Rotation invariance can be also achieved by rotating the shape context
sectors.
One shortcoming of the method is in getting appropriate
landmarks. Identifying feature points is not easy, and sometimes manual identification may be needed. Our method is
as accurate as the landmark matching is accurate. However,
when the landmarks are detected, using our modified shape
context method gives good correspondence, making use of
the global information about the object and image.
For further studies, we can combine this method with
segmentation to better capture the texture of the copied
quality. When copying the information, the two images’
texture or lighting may be different, therefore by segmenting the objects in both images and modifying the intensity
information inside the region, better restoration may be possible. More detail can be found in [14].
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